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Kosmic Kart Racing Department
4TH RND. IN FINLAND FOR THE EURO OK AND OKJ
th
The entire Racing Department is thrilled to face the 4 round of the CIK-FIA European Championship
for OK and OKJ classes.
The race on the Finnish track is crucial to the outcome of the Championship, particularly in the OK, a
category in which we have not less than three drivers in the top standing positions, ready to aim at
the final podium.
OK. The CIK-FIA challenge has already filed three rounds, in Italy, Spain and France, and we are now
awaiting the Finnish event before the final round in Sweden. This weekend the race will be on the Alaharma
track, where we will put on track three drivers at the top, Pourchaire, Basz and Milell, and the awareness of
having the technical potential for another relevant result.
Théo Pourchaire is second in the standings and has already won the opening round, while Karol Basz and
Noah Milell, even though they have not yet collected a success, have had a constant top performance, placing
them respectively at the fifth and sixth place in the provisional standing.
Daniel Vebster and Hicham Mazou will continue their training and their international growth, and it is
reasonable to expect a triumph before the end of the European Championship.
OKJ. An important result is certainly within the reach of our young Roman Stanek, author of high
performance, who only missed for the moment, a step on the podium.
To live this vibrant European Championship’s final do not miss the live timing and streaming tv (Sunday only)
available on the CIK-FIA website and on the Facebook profile @ kosmickart.official and Instagram.
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